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THE PHILLIPS COLLECTION PRESENTS MARKUS LÜPERTZ
Exhibition Explores Entirety of German Artist’s Five-Decade Career
WASHINGTON—Opening on May 27, The
Phillips Collection presents an exhibition
celebrating prolific German artist Markus
Lüpertz. Curated by Phillips Director Dorothy
Kosinski, Markus Lüpertz explores the entirety
of the artist’s five-decade career with a survey
of his earliest works along with more recent
paintings. Organized in close collaboration with
the artist and his long-time gallerist Michael
Werner, the exhibition was first inspired by a
generous gift in 2015 of artworks from
Werner’s personal collection.
Markus Lüpertz, who began painting in a postwar Germany dominated by American Abstract
Expressionism and Pop Art, has exhibited a preoccupation with the relationship between figuration and
abstraction over the course of his career. Demonstrating this relationship through nearly 50 paintings,
the exhibition at the Phillips includes important examples from Lüpertz’s “dithyrambic” pictures and
provocative paintings of German motifs.
“Throughout his remarkable career, Markus Lüpertz has insistently challenged and provoked art
historical givens and the norms of modernism,” said Phillips Director Dorothy Kosinski. “Painting is a life
ethos for him in which he grapples with fundamental issues of art and living, enabling us to see and
understand our world.”
The Phillips exhibition is on view at the same time as Markus Lüpertz: Threads of History, an in-depth
exploration of the artist’s revealing early work curated by Evelyn Hankins at the Hirshhorn Museum and
Sculpture Garden. In this first formal collaboration between the Phillips and the Hirshhorn, the
exhibitions together mark the first in-depth U.S. survey of Lüpertz’s practice, allowing American
audiences to see the full creative evolution of a leading neo-expressionist artist of his generation.
In conjunction with the exhibition, the Phillips will present a broad range of public programs throughout
the summer further exploring the artist’s career as well as the political changes, societal movements,
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and cultural strides that have taken place in Germany during the artist’s lifetime. For more information
about the events planned throughout the summer, please visit www.phillipscollection.org/events.
The opening of the exhibition also comes just a few days after the Phillips’s Annual Gala and
Contemporaries Bash on May 19, 2017. Both events will honor the museum’s longstanding relationship
with the Embassy of the Republic of Germany and celebrate artistic and cultural exchange between the
United States and Germany.
Markus Lüpertz is on display at the Phillips May 27 through September 3, 2017. Markus Lüpertz: Threads
of History is on view at the Hirshhorn May 25 through September 10, 2017.
GERMAN ART AND THE PHILLIPS COLLECTION
Founder Duncan Phillips emphasized the importance of carefully crafting his collection, and the Phillips’s
acquisitions and presentations of works by German artists have followed suit. In March 2013, the Phillips
opened the Laib Wax Room, a meditative space by German artist Wolfgang Laib that drew inspiration
from the Phillips’s beloved Rothko Room. During the fall of 2015, the Phillips received a transformative
gift from gallerist Michael Werner of 46 works by postwar German artists including Markus Lüpertz,
Georg Baselitz, Jörg Immendorff, and A. R. Penck—acquisitions which reflect Duncan Phillips’s practice
of building “units” of works by certain artists. Just as Duncan Phillips showcased the works of innovative
and important artists of his day, the museum has also acquired the work of Anselm Kiefer, Justine Otto,
Franz Erhard Walther, and others, and presented some of Germany’s finest musicians.
IMAGE GALLERY
High-resolution press images for Markus Lüpertz are available by request or by accessing the museum’s
online Dropbox here: http://bit.ly/2mu8v6o
CATALOGUE
As part of the exhibition collaboration between The Phillips Collection and the Hirshhorn Museum and
Sculpture Garden, a joint catalogue will offer new scholarship on Markus Lüpertz’s development. The
publication will include an interview with the artist, essays by both exhibition curators, contributions
from scholars Richard Shiff and Peter Weibel, and a special greeting by Peter Wittig, Ambassador of the
Republic of Germany to the United States.
SPONSORS
Markus Lüpertz is organized by The Phillips Collection.
Generous support is provided by
Additional in-kind support is provided by

and
and Lufthansa.

ABOUT THE PHILLIPS COLLECTION
The Phillips Collection, America’s first museum of Modern art, is one of the world’s most distinguished
collections of Impressionist and Modern American and European art. Stressing the continuity between
art of the past and present, it offers a strikingly original and experimental approach to Modern art by
combining works of different nationalities and periods in displays that change frequently. The setting is
similarly unconventional, featuring small rooms, a domestic scale, and a personal atmosphere. Artists
represented in the collection include Pierre-Auguste Renoir, Vincent van Gogh, Edgar Degas, Henri
Matisse, Pierre Bonnard, Paul Cézanne, Pablo Picasso, Paul Klee, Claude Monet, Honoré Daumier,
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Georgia O’Keeffe, Arthur Dove, Mark Rothko, Milton Avery, Jacob Lawrence, and Richard Diebenkorn,
among others. The permanent collection has grown to include more than 1,000 photographs, many by
American photographers Berenice Abbott, Esther Bubley, and Bruce Davidson, and works by
contemporary artists such as Anselm Kiefer, Wolfgang Laib, Whitfield Lovell, and Leo Villareal. The
Phillips Collection regularly organizes acclaimed special exhibitions, many of which travel internationally.
The Phillips also produces award-winning education programs for K–12 teachers and students, as well as
for adults. The University of Maryland Center for Art and Knowledge at The Phillips Collection is the
museum’s nexus for academic work, scholarly exchange, and interdisciplinary collaborations. Since
1941, the museum has hosted Sunday Concerts in its wood-paneled Music Room. The Phillips Collection
is a private, non-government museum, supported primarily by donations.
IMAGE CREDIT: Markus Lüpertz, Der große Löffel (The Large Spoon), 1982. Oil on canvas, 79 3/8 x 130 1/2 in. The Museum of
Modern Art, New York, Anne and Sid Bass Fund and gift of Agnes Gund © 2017 Markus Lüpertz / Artists Rights Society (ARS),
New York / VG Bild-Kunst, Germany, Digital Image © The Museum of Modern Art/Licensed by SCALA / Art Resource, NY
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